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A  N O T E  F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R  

Welcome to the first edition of the 
Wetshaver’s Digest! I’ve been writing some 
reviews in the online reddit community r/
wetshaving and I decided that I wanted to 
create a sample of a “magazine” that would 
be a better medium for the time I was 
putting into writing. If there’s positive 
feedback I’ll make this more official. We’ll 
just have to see where it goes… 

I don’t have a timeline for publishing the 
next digest, but as of right now I’m aiming 
for a quarterly push, but if I’m able to find 
others interested in writing and submitting 
photographs, I’d be happy to write, 
compile, and edit more often. 

Wetshaving is a unique blend of history, 
scent, culture, science, fashion and art. I’m 
really excited to write more about this 
multi-faceted hobby in the coming months, 
and I’m open to ideas for articles and new 
recurring sections as well. 

I have no aim to profit from this publication 
and want to be as transparent as possible 
with every article, much like I do online. 

And now for a quick personal biography: I 
studied Classics (Latin and Greek) in 
college and taught kitesurfing lessons after 
graduating from college until 
commissioning as an officer in the United 
States Air Force. Joining the military was  

what led me to get started in wetshaving 
just over 5 years ago. I was already scouring 
antique stores for fountain pens to restore, 
so it was easy to start with a couple older 
Gillettes… and I never looked back.  

 As so many wetshavers know, it is 
really easy to end up with a bevy of soaps, 
razors, brushes, blades, EdPs/EdTs, and 
other accoutrements. And so I find myself 
here today with approximately 80 tubs of 
soap, 30 bottles of matching aftershaves, 
and 15 razors. I’m currently converting an 
old school bus into a tiny house, and the 
only area of “spatial luxury” that I’m 
building for myself is the bathroom 
cabinet… for my shaving gear. 

 I’m constantly trying to learn more and 
more about every facet of wetshaving and 
share my love with as many people as 
possible. I look forward to sharing my 
journey with you.   - Keith  

http://reddit.com/r/wetshaving
http://reddit.com/r/wetshaving


B AT T L E  O F  T H E  B A R B E R S H O P S  
“Ladies and gentlemen, before your very noses you will witness a showdown between 
artisan contenders. They’re all fighting for the heavyweight belt, but who will win?!”  

While deployed to the Middle East, I 
purchased a lot of shaving soaps on r/
shave_bazaar after a failed experiment in 
scent austerity. I had originally intended to 
only use two soaps over the entire 6 month 
deployment: Dr. Jon’s Crystal Lake and 
Barrister and Mann’s Le Grande Chypre, 
reviewed later in this Issue of “Wetshaver’s 
Digest”. I proudly lasted nearly three 
months before I gave up. As it turns out, I 
like exploring new scents too much. 

Receiving a package with a bunch of 
samples and full tubs inspired me to 
evaluate a popular, but often under-
appreciated scent genre in wetshaving: The 
Barbershop Scent. Traditionally the 
barbershop scent is floral, powdery, woody, 
fruity, and herbal. I hadn’t appreciated how 
so many artisan vendors can take a scent 
profile and end up with so many completely 
different versions of the same scent. I was 
blown away by the variety and also 
disappointed to discover that some artisans 
are using the same bland fragrance filler for 
their barbershops.  

My criteria for evaluation can be found on 
Reddit, where I posted the details for each 
day of the battle royale. Click the links if 
you missed any! 

Day 0: Evaluation Criteria 

Day 1: Maggard Razor's London Barbershop 

Day 2: Stirling Soap Co's Barbershop 

Day 3: Barrister and Mann's Seville 

Day 4: Black Ship Grooming's Two Bits 

Day 5: Chiseled Face Groomatorium's 
Ghost Town Barber 

Day 6: Barrister and Mann’s Seville in 
Reserve 

Day 7: Storybook Soapworks' Hallward's 
Dream 

Day 8: Noble Otter's Barrbarr  

I had an absolute blast refereeing The 
Battle of the Barbershops. It allowed me to 
flex my writing muscles and actually 
inspired this publication! I’m going to 
continue the showdown when I get back 
home and can bring my soaps out of 
storage. Until then, Noble Otter’s Barrbarr 
takes home the championship belt! 
Barrister and Mann’s Seville in Reserve 
came in second place, with an honorable 
mention to Storybook Soapworks’ 
Hallward’s Dream.  

Written by: Keith Harris 

http://reddit.com/r/shave_bazaar
http://reddit.com/r/shave_bazaar
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A N  O D E  T O  T H E  S Y N T H E T I C  B R U S H  

	 Look at this brush after 2 passes. Still holding so much potential! 

 Wetshavers are men (and women) of particular tastes and preferences. We’re all 
searching for perfection in our shaves, and through that process find that it is easy to sink a 
lot of money into the hobby. With brushes I started off with a Maggard’s Antique Brown 
Synthetic 22mm. I then got a boar hair Omega, and finally onto a Simpson’s Badger Hair 
Chubby.  

 I was pleased from day one with the Maggard’s Synthetic for $12 and would 
recommend it as a great beginner’s brush for men and women. I used it until I developed a 
consistent lathering technique and eventually in that unenviable quest for shave perfection, 
thought, “Well, maybe it could get better.”  



 So I purchased a long-bristle boar hair Omega brush. This was an upgrade in both price 
and shave-routine complexity. Soaking the brush hairs before shaves was never an issue as I 
always showered beforehand and wetshavers are familiar with complex processes/
preparation. Soaking did make the hairs soften to some extent, but the brush shedded more 
initially (a normal process) and long-term as well. I couldn’t actually determine if the brush 
actually made my shaves better… or if my skill was just getting better. So I thought, “Well, 
maybe it could get better.” 

 I bought a used Simpson’s Badger Hair Chubby and I enjoyed it tremendously. The 
difference between the hair on this brush and a cheap badger/boar brush alone made it 
worth the purchase. I was at least six months into wetshaving at this point and was 
convinced that I’d really dialed in my technique and had mastered my brushwork. After a 
few rough shaves, mostly due to trying some aggressive against-the-grain strokes, I decided 
to go back to my cheap starter synthetic brush. I hadn’t considered how much my technique 
had developed over time and was amazed at the lather that I was able to create from this 
cheap, synthetic, beginner’s brush. Even with cheap soaps that were classic under-
performers, I was able to whip up a dense lather.  

 Now, before the pitchforks come out, I don’t want anyone to think that I’m bashing on 
expensive brushes. I’ve seen (and drooled over) handles that are as much art as functional 
tool for use in the shaving process. I’ve used natural hair brushes that have whipped up a 
perfect lather; a phrase I don’t use lightly. This takes time, practice, effort, and sometimes 
means… bad shaves. Whether due to my own technical inadequacies or simply the premise 
of diminishing returns, I’m just as happy with my Maggard’s Synthetic brush as I was with 
an expensive brush. So, do I need a $150 brush to have a “million dollar shave?” Or can I 
just use a $12 brush? The only person who can figure that out is you, but I will still always 
have tremendous respect for the humble synthetic beginner’s brush. 

Written by: Keith Harris 

I have not received any compensation or preferential treatment for my review. This is not intended for commercial use. I have 
purchased all products with my own money. 



B E G I N N E R ’ S  C O R N E R  

Assuming you’ve gotten past the mental 
image of dragging a razor across your face 
dripping blood from numerous cuts (which 
is completely unrealistic, by the way), then 
you’re ready to look for a razor! Most 
double-edge (DE) razors will do for a 
beginner. My first was a Gillette Flare Tip 
(upper left of the cigar box) which was 
produced from 1954-1966. While there are 
a few variations of this razor, any with a 
non-painted bottom will suffice. I’ve been 
doing very basic razor restoration for a few 
years, and you can see that I have quite a 
few in various stages of repair in this old 
cigar box.  

I’m not a professional restorer by any 
means, but you don’t have to be to bring a 
razor back to life. Just grab an old 
toothbrush, some dish soap, and scrub 
away. I usually follow up with Scrubbing 
Bubbles to sanitize and scrub deeper. 
Sometimes I’ll use silver polish to add some 
luster, but this is optional. Any other 
cleaning or polishing products will degrade 
the nickel-plated brass. And so, for a few 
bucks and some time in antique stores, 
you’ll have a razor. As of this writing, I 
wouldn’t pay more than $12-15 for a 
Gillette Flare Tip, restored and in working 
condition. Any more, and you’re getting 
ripped off. These are not rare by any means, 
and you’ll hear me say it any time I refer to 
antique stores: “Just because it is old 
doesn’t mean that is worth more money.” 

Don’t think that you need an expensive 
new razor, or a cheap new one for that 
matter. I delight in the way that antique 
razors connect me to the past. Somebody, 
70 years ago, used my razor every day. They 
loved it and it served them dutifully 
through shave after shave. Each razor has 
personality and character, from wear 
patterns and scratches to bent metal and 
dents. A razor isn’t always going to be 
serviceable from the antique store, which is 
an educated risk I now take with 
confidence, but for sheer joy for your buck, 
there isn’t much else in shaving that 
compares.     Written by: Keith Harris 



R E V I E W :  B A R R I S T E R  A N D  M A N N ’ S  
L E  G R A N D E  C H Y P R E  

Spring and summer are solidly upon us, and I’ve been waiting to post this review for a few 
months. First, I wanted to wait until it was seasonally appropriate. Second, I wanted to 
actually solidify my thoughts on the scent, because it’s really interesting.  

S C E N T  

 Le Grand Chypre is bright off of the tub with a citrus and floral blend that is lightly 
sweet and extremely pleasant to my nose. There are so many different notes that swirl 
together from whiffs off the tub, but when lathering begins, these begin to break down into 
an herbal melange. The remaining scent is a subtle blend of spice, resinous powder, and 
citrus. This end note is accentuated and extended by use of the aftershave and the EdT, with 
plenty of longevity to last 4-5hrs. What I find most interesting is that Le Grande Chypre is 
spicy, but in a “summery” way. Spice is usually accompanied by heavy, dark notes fitting for 



colder months, but in this case B&M have managed to 
combine bright citrus and subtle spice notes with an 
herbal patchouli in an entirely balanced way. It’s a truly 
fascinating take on the Chypre-genre, and my favorite 
so far of the chypres I’ve tried so far. It is an all-season 
soap, but definitely a spring and summer favorite for 
me. This is a great scent that falls into the unisex 
category for r/ladyshavers: that I would find attractive on a female, and my girlfriend likes 
on me too.  

 The soap scent strength is not as strong as other B&M offerings, but is easy to 
supplement with the aftershave and EdT. I think it understandable given the light nature of 
the scent. 

S O A P  P E R F O R M A N C E  

 Barrister and Mann’s soap base is admittedly one of my favorites, but I will remain as 
unbiased as possible. The Glissant base is a thirsty soap that performed well in the hard 
water on base in the desert. There is a luxury feeling about B&M’s lather, it feels soft and 
smooth, and in a way the consistency reminds me of what I remember Cool Whip to look 
and feel like (I honestly haven’t had it in years). It’s dense and you wouldn’t know there 
were bubbles just by looking, if you hadn’t just made them yourself. The post-shave feel is 
top-tier and my skin is left really soft. I don’t use lotion or moisturizers, but after using this 
soap it feels like I’ve applied a non-greasy lotion to my skin, and that effect is multiplied by 
use of the accompanying aftershave  

OV E R A L L  

 This is another Barrister and Mann scent that displays abundant care and sensitivity in 
composition. The complex composition of Le Grande Chypre is an entrancing series of 
brushstrokes layered masterfully upon a canvas. It could have been easy to overdo such a 
complex scent, as an error in ratio for even one note would have been detrimental to the 
overall blend. If you’re looking for a non-offensive summery floral-citrus with just a hint of 
interesting spice and herb, this is going to be incredibly addictive. I’d know: I bought the 
soap, then the aftershave, and then the EdT. All separately. I have No regrets. 

Written by: Keith Harris 

I have not received any compensation or preferential treatment for my review. This is not intended for commercial use. I have 
purchased all products with my own money. 

“The complex composition of 
Le Grande Chypre is similar 
to an entrancing series of 
brushstrokes layered 
masterfully upon a canvas.”

https://www.reddit.com/r/ladyshavers


R E V I E W :  D R .  J O N ’ S  C RYS TA L  L A K E  

Crystal Lake is a collaboration with Shear Revival, and a scent that is based on their hair 
pomade which is also one of my favorites for a medium hold water based product. 

S C E N T  

 The scent profile is simple: coconut, citrus, herb, as described on Dr. Jon's website. The 
Shear Revival website lists lavender oils as an ingredient along with citrus oils. I'm assuming 
there's some olfactory wizardry going on here that's way over my head to create this 
fantastic scent. A lot of people would say that this is a spring/summer soap, but I think it is 
seasonally versatile. There aren't layers to the scent. It never feels heavy. It is simple and 
while it does work well in the heat because of the light coconut sweetness, it also doesn't 
feel out of place in the fall and winter as it hearkens to memories of warm tropical days. The 
scent doesn't change throughout the three or four hours it remains on the skin during day 
and while it doesn't project off of the body, the occasional whiff of scent wafts up to my 
nose. 



S O A P  P E R F O R M A N C E  

 Dr. Jon's soap base is one of my favorites and certainly the best full vegan that I've 
encountered, though Southern Witchcrafts full vegan base is very, very close. The slickness 
is incredible and I always get a great lather, though I will add that it's never quite as "fluffy" 
as B&M and some other top-tier artisans. I've played around with the amount of water, 
lathering techniques, and brushes, but I've never been able to get the exact same lather. In 
the end I still end up with an amazing, close, hassle-free shave, so as far as I'm concerned 
the "difference in fluffiness" doesn't matter. I’m really looking forward to the reformulation 
of Dr Jon’s base in the upcoming release of “Flowers in the Dark” in their new base, Version 
3.0. 

OV E R A L L  

 Crystal Lake is simple, light, and slightly sweet. With temperatures over 100 on April 
1st, I'm happy that I made this one of my two original sets that I brought with me to the 
desert. Surrounded by the Middle-Eastern oud-heavy scents too, I'm grateful for simplicity. 

Written by: Keith Harris 

I have not received any compensation or preferential treatment for my review. This is not intended for commercial use. I have 
purchased all products with my own money.
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